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Summary :

The prevalence of Rhesus genotypes in Bangladesh has been studied and several important

findings were obseNed. This being the initial report, includes a population of 1600 only. By using five

Rh antisera (Anti -C, Anti-D, Anti-E, Anti-c and Anti-e) a genotype can be deduced since anti-d is not

available. More often only a problable genotype can be suggested after reference to the known

chromosome frequencies in the population. By using family studies in conjunction, it may be possible

to determine genotype with certainty. The prominent Rhesus genotype was CDe/cDE (R,R), i. e.,

39.75%, Rhesus genotype cde/cde (rr) was found to be only 1.75%. The genotype cdE/cde (r"r) was

not detected in the present series of Bangladeshi population. These results have been compared

with the English and the Indian Bengalee Hindu Population.

Introduction

The discovery of Rhesus groups by Landsteiner and Wiener1 in 1940 and with
the work of Levine and Stetson2 in 1939, was undoubtedly the most important event
in the field of blood group since the discovery of the ABO system forty years ago.

The clinical importance of the Rhesus (Rh) system is only second to that of ABO
system, because, first, two third of Rh (D) negative individuals become primarily
immunised after a single exposure to Rh(D) positive red cells. Rh positive red cells may
enter the circulation of an Rh negative individual either by transfusion or by
transplacental haemorrhage and second, the antibodies which develop can cause
severe haemolytic transfusion reaction and haemolytic disease of the new born. A small
portion of ,individuals may become immunised after exposure to antigens of the Rh
system other than D.

In addition, the recognition of the Rh blood group system rekindled interest in
immunological technique, in human genetics and in anthropology.

The discovery of the multiplicity of genes and antigens within the Rh system was
effected by the prior discovery of antibodies which demonstrated serological
differences between random blood specimens. Routinely, five antiseraare usedto
perform genotype studies.

It is now recognised that there are at least three sets of alternative antigens in
Rh system. Every person inherits one set of these alternative antigens from each parent.
Each chromosome carries three of these genes situated closely together on the
chromosome, and the three genes are inherited as a unit and not independent of each other.

The eight combinations of the six Rh genes are such that each Rh chromosome
has one C, one 0, and one E locus as shown below:
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Chromosome arrangements
in order of frequncy

Short hand notation

CDe

cde

cDE

cDe

cdE

Cde

CDE

CdE

r'

Rzvery rare

ryvery rare

An Rh genotype therefore consists of any two of these chromosome arrangements.

There are two nomenclatures that are used interchangeably:

The Fisher-Race3and the Weiner'.

The Fisher-Race3 terminology assumes that three closely linked genes are
inherited from each parent. The Weiner' nomenclature assumes the inheritance of a
single gene from each parent. Each gene is a mosaic structure.

The present study was designed to find out the Rh genotypes amongst Bangladeshi
people as far as possible, the exact genetic constitution of an individual's Rhesus blood
group, forthere is anexact relationship between the Rhesusgenes on the chromosomes and
the Rhesusantigenson the red cells. It is knownthat the incidenceof Rh D type in
Bangladeshis fairlywell established(Rahman1973,1975)5.8.

Materials and Methods :

One thousand six hundred blood specimens were obtained from the married
couples attending the Central Blood Transfusion Service, Institute of Postgraduate
Medicine for blood grouping. Each specimen was collected in a sterile container for
examination. Rhesus genotyping was done by the use of five Rh anti-sera (Anti-D, Anti-C,
Anti-E, Anti-c and Anti-e). Standard serological techniques with modification of Rahman7
(1967) were adopted.

All bloods giving negative or doubtful reactions to each of the different antisera
were subjected to Coombs' test after incubating with two different incomplete antisera,
purchased from the foreign commercial labratories at 370C for one hour. In special
cases anti-CWwas used when Rh C antigen was in doubt. The results were recorded
according to the reactions with the reagent used. The reactions of the various reagents
indicating the phenotype, probable genotype and their frequencies in Bangladesh are
indicated in Table-1.
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Table. I :The Rhesus system: phenotypes, genotypes and their frequencies in Bangladesh

Antisera react Genes Possible Genotype
demonstrated genotypes frequency
(Phenotype) in %

corresponding
Anti Anti Anti Anti Anti

I I

orderof
-C -D -E -c -e frequency

I

+ + + + + CcDEe (636) CDe/cDE 39.75

(R,R2)
+ + - - + CCDee (420) CDe/CDe 26.25

(R,R,)
+ + - + + CcDee (385) CDe/cde 24.0625

(R,r)
. + + ccDuee (37) cDue/cde 2.3125

(RoUr)
+ + + + ccDEe (33) cDE/cde 2.0625

(Rl)
+ + ccdee (28) cde/cde 1.7500

(rr)
+ i - + + CcDuee (15) CDue/cde 0.9375

(RU,)
+ i + + + CcDuEe (14) CDuE/cde 0.8750)

(RzUr)
+ - + + ccDee (9) cDe/cde 0.5625

(Rl)
+ + + - + CCDEe (8) CDe/CDE 0.5000

(R,Rz)
+ - + + + CcdEe (5) cdE/Cde 0.3125

(r"r')
+ - - + + Ccdee (4) Cde/cde 0.2500

((r'r)
+ - - - + CCdee (2) Cde/Cde 0.1250

(r'r')
:I: + + + + CWcDEe (2) CWDe/cDE 0.1250

(R,WR2)
+ - + - - CCdEE (1) CdE/CdE 0.0625

(rly)
+ + + - cc DEE (1) cDE/cDE 0.0625

(R2R2)

Figures In parentheses indicate the total number of Rh phenotype of each group
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Results & Discussion:

The results of the study of 1600 blood samples (married couples) for Rhesus

phenotypes, genotypes and their frequencies in Bangladesh have been tabulated in
order of frequency. Table - 1 shows the most probable genotypes using five Rhesus anti-
sera (-0, -C, -E, -c and -e). It may be pointed out that the genotypes are stated only as
probable genotypes since no antiserum for the detection of d (ro)is known. The Rhesus
positive persons for example, could not be known as DO or Dd. The probability of the
genotype also depends upon the frequency of the various genes. For example, the
blood giving phenotype reactions as CcDee (C+c+D+E-e+) indicates genotypes CDel
cde (R1r), CDe/cDe (R1RO)and Cde/cDe (r'Ro)' In Bangladeshi population the
gene r' (Cde) and Ro (cDe) are rare. The first guess naturally is a combination of R1r
(CDe/cde), i. e., heterozygous for D. Genotype R1RO(CDe/cDe) is rare and combination
of r'Ro (Cde/cDe) with two rare genes will indeed be a rare collection. On similar basis
various other phenotypes could be guessed as first probable genotype. By using family
studies in conjuction, it may be possible to determine genotypes with certainty.

The predominant genotype in the present series belong to CDe/cD E (R1R2)

whereas CdE/CdE (r/y) and cDE/cDE (R2R2)are very infrequent.The Rhesus genotype cdel
cde(rr) is only 1.75% in Bangladeshi population. There are wide racial diferences in the
frequencies of the Rh gene complex (Mourant - 19548and 19749).

When genotype of Bangladeshi population found in this study was compared
with two other races the English (Race at a.l194810) and the Indian Bengalee Hindu,
(Das and Sen 198011)some significant differences were noticed (Table - II).

Table. II : Comparative prevalence of probable genotypes of various racial groups (in %)

Genotype I ImJianBengalee English Bangladeshi
Hindu population population population

(152) 30.89 34.9 24.0625CDe/cde

(R,r)
CDe/CDe
(R1R1)
CDe/cDE

(R1R2)
cDE/cde

(Rl)
cDe/cde

(Rl)
CDe/CDE

(R1Rz)
Cde/cde
(r'r)
cdE/cde
(r"r)
cde/cde
(rr)

Figures in parentheses indicate the total number of Rh genotype of each group

(230) 46.75 18.5 26.25

(59) 11.99 13.4 39.75

(29) 5.89 14.1 2.0625

(5) 1.02 2.1 0.5625

(1) 0.20 0.2 0.5000

(1) 0.20 0.8 0.2500

(1) 0.20 0.9

(14) 2.85 15.1 1.7500
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The genotype CDe/cde (R,r) is predominant in the English population while that
of Indian Bengalee Hindu is CDe/CDe (R,RI). The Rh genotype cde/cde (rr) in the
English populations is 15.1% whereas in the Indian Bangalee Hindu and the Bangladeshi
population it is not so much significant. The inheritance of three closely linked genes cdE
of Fisher and Race terminology or Wiener r" have not been detected in the series of 1600
Bangladeshi population, although genes cdE were detected both in the English and
the Bengalee Hindu population. Approximately 0.5% of the European population
possesses the DUantigen. In the Negro DUantigen is much more common and can be
as high as 10% (Race & Sanger 197512).In Bangladesh the incidence of DUhas been

recorded to be 4%. The studies on large number of DU(RoU)variants by various workers
have shown that they are more often associated with C (r') or E (r") antigen
and are therefore CcDuee (RIUr)or ccDuEe (R2Ur)phenotypes and less often ccOUee

(RoUr).But in Bangladeshi population DUantigen is more often associated with ccDuee
(RoUr)phenotype (Table - 1). This findingis veryoften a useful hint in investigation
of the DU variant and also points out the necessity in standardization of the
anti-D, anti-C anti-E reagents.
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